
THE ULTIMATE 
HOLLYWOOD 
EXPERIENCE
Find a full day of action-
packed entertainment for the 
whole family, all in one place: 
thrilling Theme Park rides and 
shows, a real working movie 
studio, and Los Angeles’ 
best shops, restaurants and 
cinemas at CityWalk.
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IT’S ABOUT TO 
GET REAL
Live all the excitement of 
Hollywood—from attractions 
filled with the action of your 
favorite films to shows that 
literally blow everything else out 
of the water. With amazing food, 
fun and entertainment of every 
flavor and around every corner—
your day couldn’t get any  
more awesome.

NEW Jurassic World – The Ride
Enter an immersive land and come face-to-face with the 
new Indominus rex as she stalks you through the jungle. 
Get caught in the fray as she’s confronted by her archrival, 
the Tyrannosaurus rex, in an epic battle for the ages.

The Wizarding World of Harry Potter™
From magical spells to magical creatures, from dark villains to daring 
heroes, it’s all here at The Wizarding World of Harry Potter™.  
Explore the mysteries of Hogwarts™ castle, visit the shops of 
Hogsmeade™ and experience pulse-pounding rides and attractions 
that transport you into a world of magical thrills and excitement.

NEW The Secret Life of Pets: Off the Leash
Meet your favorite characters on this all-new 
ride! Discover the exciting world of Illumination’s 
The Secret Life of Pets and join Max, Duke, Gidget 
and Snowball on a journey through the streets of 
New York City as you get ready to be welcomed into 
your new home.

The World-Famous Studio Tour
Go behind the scenes of a real working 
movie studio! Visit 13 city blocks on 
four acres of historic studio lot, built 
with creative consultation from Steven 
Spielberg himself. Face King Kong, ride 
into the excitement of all-time favorite 
films and laugh along with Jimmy Fallon 
as he hilariously helps narrate clips 
along with your live Studio Tour guide.


